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What % of meaning in (face-to-face) communication is words?

7 % Words

38 % Tone of Voice

55 % Facial Expression & Body Language

Ref: Mehrabian, Albert, Professor Emeritus of Psychology, UCLA
Communication is More Than Words
Feedback

What did you like about this workshop?

- Topics & Shorter talks
- Workshop structure w. breakout sessions
- Facility Tours
- Interaction with each other
- Round table seating arrangements
- Facilitators
- NSF soliciting feedback
- Hearing from the Canadians :-)

Feedback
Feedback

What would you like to see changed?

• Get copy of presentations before speech
• Publish workshop objectives beforehand
• Longer breakout sessions
• Room setup (narrow) not ideal
• Solicit topic ideas from participants
Topics for next year’s workshop

• Topic suggested:
  – Maintenance related issues
  – State of Affairs for different LFs
  – Science-based presentations
  – Sustainability
  – Construction phase issues

• Broadening participation?
• International collaborations?

• Suggestions?
Interested in hosting the next workshop?
More Feedback or Ideas??

Scott Horner
shorner@nsf.gov
703-292-4416

Anonymous feedback: http://suggestionox.com/response/m62nTB

Have a safe journey!